Change Lives &
Create Futures.

Capability Statement

Collaboration
& Strategic
Sourcing
Our team has extensive commercial
supply chain and logistics experience
across a broad range of industries
and at all levels of the process, both
strategic and operational. Strategic
sourcing provides an opportunity to
broaden the scope of procurement to
drive better, more holistic decisions
that support organisational strategy,
deliver the lowest total cost of
ownership and drive long-term value.
We collaborate with government and corporate
organisations to identify and fulfil opportunities to work
with indigenous communities and develop and implement their
reconciliation action plans.

Sustainability
Australian Indigenous people have a deep emotional
connection to Country – we care for and nurture
Country.
Country defines identity and with identity comes
obligation to oneself, to others past, present and
future, and to nature.
Traditionally, Aboriginal people have exemplified the
qualities of good stewardship in our interactions with
the environment. Embedded within our Aboriginal
world view is the concept of collective responsibility
and awareness of the growing need for all humans to
show greater respect for the environment.
At Kenjarhy Energy, our business, products and
services, including solar power systems, energyefficient lighting and green homes, and our
organisation culture all reflect our concern for
and connection to Country and environmental
sustainability.

Energy
Efficient
Lighting
We are obsessively customer-focused and passionate
about the environment, energy efficiency and helping
organisations to save money. Our LED solutions
allow our customers to make dramatic and immediate
savings on their existing lighting power bills, lighting
maintenance costs and carbon footprint.
What’s more, our range of products suits the multilevel needs of indoor and outdoor environments for
government, commercial, industrial and corporate
customers. These include the option of smart lighting
systems, with daylight harvesting, to make the best
use of available sunlight, and motion sensors, together
with a broad range of solar LED lights.
We can also access all government incentives to enable
organisations to #SwitchtoLED affordably.

We provide complete turnkey high-quality, ecofriendly, energy efficient and affordable lighting
solutions. Our know-how, expertise, procurement
and project management capabilities, experience
and collaborative service model allow our customers
to access value for money and best-in-class LED
lighting, installed on time and on budget with minimal
disruption.
Our most recent acquisitions, which are proving very
popular, are human centric LED lighting products
(HCL). Light affects our health and wellbeing much
more than most people realise. For example, it
has been shown that blue light has an activating,
concentration enhancing effect and that red light
can have alerting effects without affecting melatonin
levels. This is why education institutions and
workplaces are increasingly interested in our HCL
applications - to modify lighting across the course
of the day to improve conditions for students and
workplace participants.

The sun
is the giver
of life

Solar
The process of converting sunlight into electricity
using PV systems produces zero greenhouse gas
emissions. Australia has the highest uptake of solar
globally. As at 31 January 2020 more than 2.31 million
rooftop solar power systems had been installed across
Australia.
Excess electricity can be directed into the grid,
delivering a feed-in payment, or it can be stored in a
rechargeable battery for later use. Batteries can also
provide back-up power in the event of blackouts.
A solar PV and battery system offers the potential of
off-grid energy self-sufficiency.

We have established a supply chain for superior solar
panels from Tier 1 manufacturers; panels of high
quality, efficiency, reliability, performance and return
on investment from companies that have their own
manufacturing and R&D facilities, with strict quality
control guidelines, guarantees as to reliability and
quality and a history of financial stability and success.
The inverters and batteries in our supply chain are also
best-in-class.
GYO Energy is our accredited installer. GYO is a Clean
Energy Council Approved Solar Retailer and a member
of the Clean Energy Council of Australia. GYO’s
designers, engineers and installers are all industry
accredited. GYO has successfully completed over 1,000
installations on commercial and residential properties.

Aboriginal
Sustainable
Homes
Beyond Building
Aboriginal Sustainable Homes designs, builds and
manages all facets of the construction of culturally
sensitive green homes that stand the test of time and
are compatible with cultural norms and practices of
Indigenous communities. We educate in the field of
construction, while providing employment and career
opportunities for local Indigenous people.
Our education programs help change the lives of
Indigenous people, giving them certification to work
on construction sites.
Our employment programs for construction projects
are designed to build self-worth, self-confidence,
improve health and create a purpose with employment
opportunities within Indigenous communities.

Indigenous
procurement
meeting
your needs

Our Story
Brad Draper, our Managing Director, is a proud
Wiradjuri man who lives in Orange in Central
NSW and grew up in Cowra/Canowindra. Brad is
married to Kim, who is a ‘true’ Orange local. The
name “Kenjarhy” is derived from the names of the
three children of Brad and Kim (KENdall, JARrod
and RHYs).
Brad has worked in the areas of Employment/
Training and Mining Services for some 20 years,
holding senior positions within Commonwealth
and State governments and private enterprise.
The Kenjarhy logo was originally designed by
Brad’s aunty, Lorraine Jerries, a Wiradjuri Elder
residing in Cowra, NSW. The logo represents the
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story of Kendall, Jarrod and Rhys. The coloured
dots represent the individual children and reflect
their different personalities. The children are
connected to each other by the white dots. The
white dots represent the importance of the
continuous connection of family throughout life’s
journey, to each other and to Country.
Until recently, Brad was majority shareholder and
Managing Director of Kenjarhy Solar, which has
successfully completed well over 1,000 residential
solar PV installations for the Aboriginal Housing
Office throughout Western NSW.
In late 2016 Kenjarhy Solar switched on over 400
solar panels across three different sites belonging
to the Australian Department of Defence. Brad
successfully secured the competitive contract
through the Commonwealth’s Indigenous
Procurement Policy. Kenjarhy Solar overcame the
challenges associated with installing multiple
interstate projects on Defence property, such as
differing energy supplier regulations, extreme
climatic conditions, remote locations and security
restrictions.

Our Supply Nation membership
helps us to develop diverse
supply chains, which drive social
good and DEMONSTRATE significant
business benefits, flexibility,
innovation, sustainability and value.
As an Aboriginal business Certification with Supply Nation is a
critical step towards connecting with
the procurement teams of Australia’s
leading organisations.

